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Tips you can use when turning on your irrigation system 

Begin by closing all the drains within your system 

 Reinstall or locate your backflow assembly. Turn both small test cock screws in either 
direction so that the ball valves inside are in a closed position. 

 Locate your irrigation control valve box. Use a sprinkler key to turn the drain valve to the 
closed position. 

 Locate your vertical valve and drain sleeves. Use a sprinkler key to close the drain. 
 

Now you are ready to activate your system 

 At the vertical valve and drain sleeve use a sprinkler key to turn the valve left to the open 
position. 

 At the backflow assembly, turn the #1 shut-off valve quickly to the open position (the 
handle should run parallel to the pipe). You should hear a “pop” and no water should leak 
from the top of the assembly. 

 Slowly open the #2 shut-off valve on the assembly to start filling the system.  

 

At this point you should hear water begin to fill the system, but none should come into the 
sleeve. This step should be done slowly to allow the water to fill gradually back into the 
irrigation system. Going too quickly could be damaging to parts of your backflow. 

 

Check your system for leaks 

 Watch the low flow indicator on your water meter. If it is not moving, there is not a leak. 

 If the low flow indicator is moving, first be sure no water is being used within the home, 
then: 

 At the vertical valve and drain sleeves, be sure there is not water filling either sleeve. 

 Check your backflow to be sure there is no water dripping from the flat handles, the 
test cock screws or the black bonnet (pressure vacuum breaker) located at the top of 
the assembly. 

 Be sure the drain in your irrigation control valve box was closed snugly and there is no 
water dripping. 

 

Turn on your irrigation timer  

 Your settings from last year will likely be saved, but you may wish to do some                    
reprogramming. Install fresh batteries, if applicable. Set the irrigation timer to come on 
early in the morning, only a few days a week, to allow for deep irrigation with no runoff.  
Most turf grass requires one inch of water every 5 to 7 days during the growing season 
and less during slow growth months. Watering too often stunts deep root development. 
Deep, infrequent watering helps produce deeper, extensive root growth in your plants 
and turf. 

 Turn your system to “manual” to run each zone for a few minutes. Walk each zone as it is 
running to be sure everything is working properly. Check that all drip lines and sprinkler 
heads are functioning to ensure they are not broken, blocked, or misdirected. 

RATE CHANGE  
EFFECTIVE 5/19/2022 
The IVGID Board of Trustees approved the rate   
increase at the 4/27/2022 rate hearing.  Our       
annual rate study, which details this change, is 
available on our website:  
www.yourtahoeplace.com/public-works/rates-
billing/about-rates-billing 

 

IVGID PUBLIC WORKS will be closed:  
 

Monday, May 30, 2022 

IVGID Public works is available 24/7  
to respond to water/sewer  

emergencies.   
Call 775-832-1203 
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The first 100 applications for high efficiency appliances  are       
eligible for one rebate per parcel, up to $100  credit towards   
their IVGID utility bill.  
 

High-efficiency appliances eligible for the rebate include       
WaterSense toilets using 1.28 gallons of water per flush, or Energy 
Star washing machines that have a water factor of 3.7 or less. 
 

The rebate application is  available on our website:   
www.yourtahoeplace.com/public-works/water/water-
conservation 

Be one of the first 100 properties 
This year to upgrade A Toilet  

or washing machine!

UPCOMING  
EVENTS 

SNAPSHOT DAY 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

 

IVGID Public Works has been evaluating 
its sustainability footprint for the past  
several years.  The 2020 data has been 
complied and is available online: 

 

www.yourtahoeplace.com/
public-works/waste-not/
sustainability 
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